In this paper, we analyze the problem of many data processing in psychological-detection, then, we deal with the problem based on Fuzzy Clustering, Fuzzy Clustering can use less variable to replace previous variable while the quantity of information is invariant, so, we can eliminate redundancy of information. Last, we did an experiment by our homemade lie detector, then we analyze the data based on Fuzzy Clustering, we found that the previous 6 parameters can be replaced by 4 new parameters, and the information almost didn't lose, so Fuzzy Clustering can be a good choice for data processing.
Background of the problem
The traditional lie detector can measure less parameters and accuracy is low, but the data is relatively easy to process. However, with the development of sensor and micro-processing technology, modern lie detector can measure more and more parameters, the complexity of it become more and more high, and some lie detectors can even measure a dozen parameters simultaneously. Although the parameters increase will help improve the accuracy of the polygraph, more parameters will greatly increase the amount of experimental data, it's not conductive to rapidly process and analysis data, in courts and other some occations where polygraph judgements should be made quickly, the massive data is not conducticve to effective and rapid polygraph judgements, thus affecting the progress of the trial.
In order to solve the complicated problems which lie in the modern lie detector's data processing, this paper presnts a new method in which we ruduce the number of parameters by fuzzy clustering. In this method, we replace the strong correlation parameters with a new variable to eliminate relevance and redundancy among the variables, to make maximum use of parameters' information, to prevent the problems of massive parameters caused by repeated information, so we can minimize the within-class similarity and maximize the between-class similarity.
Theory of lie directing based on fuzzy clustering
Fuzzy clustering analysis is based on the properties of subjects researched, it classify the subjects researched based on the fuzzy clustering matrix confirmed by membership grade, and according to the different subjects, the classifications can be divided into Q-type and R-type. Q-type classification is to classify the sample, and R-type classification is to classify indicators. Since the paper discusses the correlation among the parameters of polygraph, so we choose R-type classification.
Determining the measurements of similarity
Assuming the polygraph variable
, then we can regard the sample correlation coefficient between variables j x and k x as the measurements of similarity, and written as:
The formula above is called the correlation coefficient matrix between variables. We can clearly get the degree of similarity between the different variables, so as to provide the following variable cluster analysis with bases. Moreover, compared to other method of measuring similarity, such as included angle cosine method, it's effective and simple to use correlation coefficient matrix method, and this method is most commonly used variable similarity analysis method.
It should be noted that the similarity measurement in above formula should be comply with the following properties:
(
Wherein, jk r is closer to one, the more relevant or similar j x and k x are. On the contrary, jk r is closer to zero, the less similar j x and k x are.
Determining the method of clustering variables
Variable clustering methods contain the longest distance method, the shortest distance method and other commonly used methods, from the perspective of the complexity of the problem, this paper choose the shortest distance method to carry out variable clustering. In the shortest distance method, we should firstly find the smallest gap parameters in a correlation coefficient matrix of n order, classify these parameters as a class, then calculate distance between the new and old classes on the basis of original method of calculating the distance among parameters, so we can create a new correlation coefficient matrix of m-1order; Then we select new class from the new correlation coefficient matrix, calculate the distance between the new class and the original class, this action goes on until the objects are classified into one kind. Wherein, the formula of the distance between the two types of variables is as follows:
is related to the value of similarity measurement between the two variables which have the smallest similarity among the two types.
Polygraph test analysis
Use self-made multi-parameter physiological and psychological polygraph measure the heart rate, breathing, skin resistance, blood pressure, body temperature, pulse of the people tested simultaneously, select 140 volunteers to have standard polygraph test in control question test method, then analyze the experimental data by matlab programming, and we can get correlation coefficient matrix of six indicators as follows:
As can be seen from the table above, there is a strong correlation between some parameters, and the correlation coefficients among them are big, the redundant information among them are large, so we can consider to select a representative new parameters to have clustering analysis from the these highly correlated parameters.
Firstly, we can standardize every polygraph parameter, eliminate the influence of dimension, use the correlation coefficient method to determine the similarity measurement between the variables, then use the average linkage method to determine the similarity measurement between the classes. Finally, we can obtain a following figure of index clustering: Fig.1 index clustering From the above figure we can clearly see that heartbeat and breathing can be seen as one kind variable which has a strong correlation, this is consistent with the actual situation, usually human's heartbeat is directly proportional to their respiratory intensity; Skin resistance and blood pressure can also be regarded as one kind variable which has a strong correlation, when people's blood pressure changes, the blood flow rate in vessels changes simultaneously, and skin resistance and velocity of blood flow have a certain relationship, so the two variables are of great correlation, and we can see them as one kind variable. However, the correlation between body temperature and respiratory is not very strong, so they can be considered as independent variables.
In the above analysis, under the premise of ensuring that the information quantity is approximately constant, the original six parameters can be simplified to four parameters. Although the number of parameters reduces, the total amount of information did not reduce too much, only the correlation between different variables reduces, that's advantageous to data processing. In the experiment involved with a dozen parameters, the method of simplifying parameters will greatly reduce the difficulty and complexity of data processing in later period, so it can facilitate processing data quickly and effectively.
